
  Appendix 18 
 
Resident representation 
 

From: DONOTREPLY@caerphilly.gov.uk 

To: WWW: Licensing 

Subject: Website Contact --- Licensing and permits 

Date: 25 August 2023 09:20:57 

 

Name - 

rhys cook 

Email Address - 

Phone Number - 

Date Submitted - 

23/08/2023 11:49:01 

Message - 

Dear sir / madam I’m writing in my objections / complaints of the 
license application about the location of :np11 7bb Ty cae brith 

mynyddislwyn , I’m the owner of the neighbouring farm My main 

concerns is the noise disturbance coming for the venue of Ty cae 

brith , as a neighbouring farm , we are affected mostly by the very 

loud music from the marquee on site of Ty cae brith and the dog 

house/ Logde also located at Ty cae brith, When events are taking 

place we hear the noise very clearly from our property, we are a 

working farm with our livestock very close by the venue and 

concerned about the safety and the disturbance of the livestock. The 

other main concern is that we have a two year old son which plays 

around our farm yard , normally the yard is very safe place for him 

but when Ty cae brith hold a event we have unexpected vehicles in 

convoy coming down our drive lost, making it unsafe for our son and 
our pets. Also with that the mountain road is a rural single lane road 

to our property and Ty cae brith , it’s traffic and usage has 

Dramatically increased from the use to and from the events held at 

Ty cae brith , the road is used by local farmers / walkers and horse 

riders, the amount of traffic increase has made the road very unsafe 

for all concerns. The type of road is not adequate for this type of use 

for 200 + guess coming to and from one location at any one time . I 

lived here on the mountain all my life and had no worries driving or 

walking the lanes until Ty cae brith started holding large events with 

over 200 guess are travelling by cars/ taxis. There is going to be an 

accident here. Is really beyond belief that licensing and highways 

has aloud this to happen to this point. The original license for the 

“dog house”that was obtained approximately 2 years ago , had no 

objections quite simply because no one in the surrounding area 

knew about it . There was no letters, emails or advertisement to local 
residents. Thank you 

Reference - 
 

NB This is an automated email sent to inform you of a contact made 

via the website. Please do not reply to this email. 
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